
 

Congratulations on the “Opportunities” ! 

 

December, 2012 

Hideo Ohashi 

Dear Yoshi, 

 It is unbelievable that the day is approaching when you graduate from your beloved laboratory 

at Osaka University. You have little changed since I saw you first when you started as a fresh 

rookie researcher. You look still like a student. The word -graduation- fits you better than 

-retirement- . Congratulations on your happy graduation! 

 You and I have enjoyed countless opportunities to influence each other in the past thirty years. 

First of all, you became my co-father, I don’t know whether this expression exists, since my son, 

that is, whirling test machine borne in my laboratory, was adopted by you after my retirement. 

The son spent only ten years with me but more than 20 years with the new father, and is called 

now “OTWhirl”. Your child education has been superb and the son has grown up far more than I 

expected. I am proud of being the co-author of several papers to which the son made an essential 

contribution. In reality, I am not a co-author but merely a lazy co-father. 

 Dynamic fluid force on centrifugal impellers in whirling and tilting motion, that was our 

common interest. “Whirl” in Japanese is “furemawaru”, that has another meaning “circulate a 

rumor around” as homonym. More than 20 years ago, when I explained the object of the whirling 

test machine to a group of undergraduate students, a student posed a peculiar question. “Why 

are you necessary to advertise this machine around?” It took half a second before a big laugh 

burst. It is absolutely sure that the research on whirling and tilting has brought us continuous 

joy and tension. 

  Your graduation report “Opportunities” tells us thoroughly your research history driven by 

wide-ranged problems that occurred in real machines and facilities. The problems cover from 

pump to turbine, single phase to multi-phase, and even water to supersonic gas flow. All these 

problems are, however, penetrated by a single stick, that is, dynamic instability. When I was still 

active in engineering, I was occasionally visited by engineers who had big headache to find 

causes of the troubles and accidents they had been facing. Majority of the problems were rooted 

on vibration or instability phenomena that were still unknown or never experienced. In the 

course of finding substance of these phenomena, we often encounter new field of research that 

nobody has ever tried. Troubles and accidents are of course unwelcome, but it is also true that 

they are the mother of original researches. If I may mention my case, research on the dynamic 

performance of turbopumps was triggered by POGO failure of large liquid-propellant rockets, 

and fluid force on whirling centrifugal impellers by vibration of high pressure boiler feed pumps. 

I see similar tendencies in your research history. Majority of the students we taught work in 

industries and produce new machines and facilities. If they face serious problems with their 

products, we have to help them. Driving force of our research is “rescue spirit”.      



  Your final advice for younger people is to “think” and “sweat” for grasping “opportunities” that 

appear equally to us. I agree fully with you. There are a variety of prescriptions to combine think 

and sweat. Think after sweat, sweat after think, think and sweat parallel, big think plus small 

sweat, or vice versa. There is no ideal prescription advisable for everybody. If one has confidence 

in own muscle power, sweat first, and then think follows. Let’s start and stay optimistic, that is 

the key to grasp opportunities. 

  Yoshi, you are still young physically as well as spiritually! Though your research deals always 

with unstable, your way of human relation is solid stable. Everybody wishes to see you as you 

have been even after graduation.  

Keep flying in a stable couple-formation, and don’t forget the regular inspection of the bodies! 


